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Abstract
Cash waqf management in Indonesia faces challenges due to the overload tasks of Sharia banks as the Sharia financial institution of cash waqf (SFI-CW). This research explored Sharia Bank’s problems as an SFI-CW and looked for an effective model to manage cash waqf in Indonesia. The results of this research show that the existence of Sharia banks as SFI-CW has yet to be implemented optimally due to the overload tasks of the banks. To solve the problem and to make the cash waqf management run effectively, this study proposes some alternatives, including: first, simplifying the tasks of the SFI-CW; second, making the Baitul Maal wat Tamwil (henceforth BMT) or sharia cooperation as Nazhir of cash waqf as well as SFI-CW; and third, establishing waqf bank to optimize the management of cash waqf.
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Introduction

Discussion on the alternative model of cash waqf management in Indonesia tends to make sharia banks have a role in the management of cash waqf. It is due to the advantages or strengths possessed by Sharia banks1. Act No. 41 of 2004, about waqf, and its derivatives have lead Sharia banks as a custodian as to refers to a property care activity for the benefit of another party under a contract. The role and position of sharia bank as the custodian, which receives the deposit from the depositor (in the form of waqf funds) have placed the sharia banks charged by a lot of tasks and obligations. As a business institution, on the other hand, the sharia banks are not particularly interested in the management of cash waqf in terms of cash waqf deposits. It is evident, that sharia banks have not prepared all things relating to the acceptance of waqf deposit money.

It is obvious that the big potential of cash waqf could not be realized to the fullest. Cash waqf management tends to not increase significantly. Therefore, it is necessary to conduct an in-depth study to parse the sharia bank issues as sharia finance institutions, and to find an effective management model. This research was conducted in three sharia banks in Indonesia specifically located in Ponorogo regency of East Java, the city of Metro, and the city of Bandar Lampung. The basic assumption built in this study is that waqf, when managed effectively, reduces poverty in Muslim society and gives financial supports as well as dignity for ummah.2

Some previous studies have discussed about cash Waqf. It is reported that cash waqf in Indonesia is still problematic due to the lack of socialization of cash waqf and the
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1 Ade Harly Arief Siregar, Peranan Perbankan Syariah Dalam Penerapan Wakaf Uang Di Indonesia (Jakarta, 2009).
lack of professional nadzir as well as poor managerial system.\(^3\) Whereas, the investment management cash waqf in a non-government organization called Tabung Waqaf Indonesia (TWI) plays a role in empowering communities.\(^4\) Accordingly, it is evident that cash waqf plays an important role in supporting the development process thoroughly, both in the development of human resources, as well as in economic and social development. Other researchers examined Muslim scholars’ (kyai) perception of cash waqf and duration waqf,\(^5\) cash waqf for infrastructure from the perspective of Islamic law,\(^6\) waqif’s religiosity is an important factor in utilizing waqf to fund higher education in Klang Valley area,\(^7\) and the usability of waqf (endowment), as one out three instruments of Islamic finance, to finance Muslim learners of higher education in Nigeria.\(^8\)

This article argues that the determination of Sharia banks as SFI-CW does not run effectively and causes some problems. It seeks to formulate an effective model in the management of cash waqf. To start with, this article is aimed at discussing cash waqf management in Indonesia; investigating the problems faced by the sharia banks as sharia financial institution related to cash waqf; and proposing an effective model for cash waqf management within the Indonesian context.

**Research Method**

The research was aimed at conducting and elaborating the existence of Sharia bank as Sharia financial institution of cash waqf. The primary data of this study was obtained through interviews and observations.\(^9\) The informants of this study were employees in three sharia banks in the regency of Ponorogo East Java, city of Lampung and city of Bandar Lampung. The sharia bank of Ponorogo regency represented sharia banks in the district; sharia bank of Metro city represented sharia banks located in the city, while sharia bank of Bandar Lampung represented sharia banks located in the capital.
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province. The analysis was conducted by inductively elaborating the execution of sharia bank duties as SFI-CW and problems arising concerning it.

**Findings and Discussion**

**The Management of Cash Waqf in Indonesia**

Cash waqf began to be known during Ottoman times \(^{10}\). The Fatwa of Indonesian Ulama Council allows cash waqf for it is strongly underpinned by Imam az-Zuhri’s opinion.\(^{11}\) Cash waqf is further formalised and legalized through the Law No. 41 year 2004 about Waqf and its derivatives.\(^{12}\) The management of cash \(\text{waqf}\) in Indonesia is governed generally through the Law No. 41 the year 2004, government regulation No. 42 the year 2006. While the provisions are technically regulated in the Indonesian \(\text{Waqf}\) Regulation No. 1 the year 2009 and regulation of the Minister of Religious Affairs No. 4 of 2009.

In article 28 of Law No. 41 of 2004, it is mentioned that, “Wakif can represent the moving object of money through a Sharia financial institution appointed by the minister”.\(^{13}\) The article 22 paragraph (3) of Government Regulation No. 42 the year 2006 (3) present in SFI-CW, explaining the ownership and origin of the money to be represented, depositing in cash a certain amount of money to SFI-CW, filling in the form of the will statement Wakif works as a \(\text{waqf}\) pledge or (\(\text{Akta Ikrar Wakaf}\) or AIW). In point (4), it is mentioned tha if the \(\text{wakif}\) can not be present can appoint a representative or its authority.\(^{14}\)

The above issue is further stipulated in Indonesia's \(\text{Waqf}\) Board Regulation No. 1 the year 2009. It is mentioned in article 4 that: (1) cash \(\text{waqf}\) deposits can be done directly and indirectly. (2) the deposit of cash \(\text{waqf}\) as directly referred to point (1), namely \(\text{wakif}\) or his power is present in the office of SFI-CW. (3) cash \(\text{waqf}\) deposit is indirectly referred to in point (1), that is through electronic channel media, among others: automated teller machine (ATM), phone banking, internet banking, and mobile banking.


\(^{14}\) Bank Indonesia.
Cash *waqf* deposit is directly regulated in Article 5 stating that: (1) the deposit of cash *waqf* from *wakif* is addressed to *nazhir* of cash *waqf* that has been registered on Indonesian Waqf Board (Badan Wakaf Indonesia or BWI) and has contracted cooperation with SFI-CW. (2) *Wakif* is obliged to fill in the statement form of *wakif* will serve as AIW followed by depositing the amount of money as required. (3) A statement form of *wakif* will serve as AIW which has been filled and signed by *wakif* with an enclosed proof of cash deposit of *Waqf*, hereinafter signed by 2 (two) bank officers as a witness and by 1 (one) official Bank as The Official Waqf Pledge (*Pejabat Pembuat Akta Ikrar Wakaf* or PPAIW). (4) SFI-CW may issue a cash *Waqf* certificate to *Wakif* such matters as referred to in point (1) and (2) have been fulfilled.

The deposit of cash *waqf* is indirectly governed in article 6 stating that: (1) deposit of cash *waqf* indirectly from *Wakif* addressed to Nazhir *Waqf* money that has been registered on BWI and has contracted cooperation with SFI-CW. (2) *Wakif* can only choose the type of cash *Waqf* for the time being forever and is intended for the public interest. (2). SFI-CW is obliged to set up an online system related to the acceptance of cash *Waqf* using electronic channel media. (3). SFI-CW is obliged to prepare the *Waqf* certificate from the deposit of *Wakif* which is conducted indirectly based on the information obtained from the online electronic media channel. (4). *Wakif* can redeem the deposit proof of cash *waqf* obtained through electronic media channels to the SFI-CW to obtain a cash *waqf*. (5). If *wakif* does not redeem the deposit proof of cash *waqf* to be a member of the cash *waqf*, then within 2 (two) weeks after electronic deposit, SFI-CW will issue a certificate of cash *waqf*. (6). In the case, as referred to in point (5), then the certificate of cash *waqf* will be given to the BWI for administrational purpose.

Additionally, the deposit of cash *waqf* is indirectly governed in article 6: (1). Deposit of cash *waqf* indirectly from *wakif* addressed to the *nazhir* of cash *waqf* that has been registered on BWI and has contracted cooperation with SFI-CW. (2) *Wakif* can only choose the type of cash *Waqf* for the time being forever and is intended for the public interest. (2). SFI-CW is obliged to set up an online system related to the acceptance of cash *Waqf* using electronic channel media. (3). SFI-CW is obliged to prepare the *waqf* certificate from the deposit of *wakif* which is conducted indirectly based on the information obtained from the online electronic media channel. (4). *Wakif* can redeem the deposit proof of cash *waqf* obtained through electronic media channels to the SFI-CW to
obtain a cash waqf. (5). If wakif does not redeem the deposit proof of cash waqf to be a member of the money Waqf, then within 2 (two) weeks after electronic deposit, SFI-CW will issue a certificate of cash waqf. (6). In the case as referred to in point (5), then the certificate of cash waqf will be given to the BWI for administration purpose.

The management and development of the waqf property is regulated through the article of 48 stating that: (1). The management and development of the waqf property must be guided by the BWI regulations. (2). The management and development of property of cash waqf can only be done through the investments in sharia financial institution products and/or sharia financial instruments. (3). In the case that SFI-CW received cash waqf for a certain period, then nazhir can only do the management and development of the waqf property money on the SFI-CW referred. (4). The management and development of the waqf asset that is carried out in the sharia bank must be following the statutory depository program. (5) The management and development of the waqf property of money made in the form of investments outside the sharia bank shall be insured in sharia insurance.

Related to the collected fund, Edwin argues that the fund is an everlasting fund that should exist until the end of time and will continue to benefit the people and the waqf (wakif). It is under the Fatwa of Indonesian Ulama Council; The principal value of cash waqf must be guaranteed of its sustainability, should not be sold, assigned, and or inherited. It is in accordance with the principle of Waqf, that is ‘to maintain the waqf tree and to distribute its benefits'.  

Further, the investment of cash waqf is regulated in article 10-12 of Indonesian Waqf Board Regulation number 1 the year 2009. In article 10 it is stated that: (1). Cash waqf Investment is directed toward productive projects for the benefit of the people through direct and indirect investments. (2). Direct investment as intended in point (1) is an investment in the projects managed by nazhir. (3). Indirect investment as intended in point (1) is an investment through an institution that meets the institutional and profitable eligibility criteria. (4). Investment of cash waqf can be done through deposits at sharia bank with the expectation of the most profitable results.
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In respect of above provisions, it can be understood that the investment of cash *waqf* can be done directly and indirectly. By directly it means that a self-made investment by *nazhir*. Whereas by indirectly is the investment made through other agencies. (*Nazhir* need to have mastered investment management, risk, paradigm *waqf* productive) To preserve the basic value of cash *waqf*, the investment must be ensured to fulfill the provision. Concerning this, if it is done in a Sharia bank, it must be a participant of the deposit Guarantor Board. Whereas if it is not invested in the real sector, the guarantor of institution/Sharia insurance must be included. When sharia insurance is not included sharia, there must be cash collateral worth 100% of the investment value. Regulation on cash *waqf* investment has been equipped with preventive efforts in anticipation of possible losses.

The distribution of the investment proceeds cash *waqf* is set in Article 13 stating that: (1). The disbursement of investment benefits of cash *waqf* can be done directly and indirectly. (2). The distribution of benefits of investment proceeds directly as intended in point (1) is the development program and community empowerment which is directly managed by *nazhir*. (3). The distribution of benefits of investment proceeds indirectly as intended in point (1) is a community empowerment and development program through a partnership with other empowerment institutions that meet the institutional feasibility criteria and professionalism. The distribution of cash *waqf* benefits should be into what is lawful according to Islamic law.¹⁷ Cash *waqf* is distributed for general good activities or purposes.¹⁸

The distribution of benefits of cash *waqf* investment can also be done directly and indirectly. By directly it means that the distribution to the beneficiaries of the cash *waqf* is directly made by *nazhir*. Whereas by indirectly conduct, it means that the distribution to the beneficiaries of cash *waqf* (*maukuf* over) through another institution that is given trust by *nazhir*. This shows the distribution of cash *waqf* benefits, should better promote empowerment. Should there be another institution that has more capacity and capability in empowerment, then the investment is better conducted indirectly. Through models like this, the benefits distribution of cash *waqf* will be more beneficial and effective.

**The Problems Faced by Sharia Bank as a Financial Institution for Cash Waqf**

Of some alternative engagements of Islamic bank in the management of cash *Waqf*, the best choice is to make sharia bank as custodian, which is as SFI-CW. Among the duties and obligations imposed on sharia banks as SFI-CW are: (a) announcing to the public for its existence as the beneficiary of the *waqf* fund; (b) providing the certificate form of cash *waqf*; (c) receiving cash *waqf* money from *wakif* on behalf of the *nazhir*; (d) placing cash *waqf* into the account of a deposit (*wadi’ah*) on behalf of *nazhir* appointed by *wakif*; (e) accepting the written statement of will of *Wakif* in the form of the will statement of *Wakif*; (f) issuing a certificate of cash *waqf* and submitting the certificate to *wakif* and hand over the certificate to *nazhir* appointed by *wakif*; and (g) registering cash *waqf* to the minister on behalf of *nazhir*.

The sharia banks as SFI-CW have not implemented most of the tasks properly. Noviana, a customer service of BRI Syariah at Ponorogo East Java, urges that BRI Syariah branch office of Ponorogo has never announced to the public about its existence as SFI-CW. The head of BRI Syariah of Ponorogo stated that he did not know the existence of BRI Syariah as SFI-CW. Even he felt strange with the term of cash *waqf* because what he knew about *waqf* was all about land and building. Likewise, Qoriah a customer service of the Bank Syariah Mandiri Ponorogo Branch Office, stated that the bank has not announced to the public about its existence as SFI-CW. Sugiyono, the head of KCP Bank Muamalat Indonesia Ponorogo, also conveyed the same thing.

The same phenomenon was also found sharia banks in the city of Metro. Rahayu, a customer service of Bank Muamalat Indonesia in Metro Branch Office, said that during this time the bank where she worked has never published or announced to the public about its existence as SFI-CW. Sugiarto as a Branch Head of Bank Syariah Mandiri Metro also conveyed the same thing that there has never been an announcement to public about the existence of Bank Syariah Mandiri Metro as a SFI-CW.

Likewise, Vanturini, a Customer Service Bank Negara Indonesia branch of Bandar Lampung conveyed that BNI Syariah branch of Bandar Lampung has never
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19 Noviana Putri, interview on June 12, 2019.
20 Qoriah, interview on June 13, 2019
21 Sugiyono, interview on 13 June 15, 2019
22 Rahayu, interview on July 2, 2019
23 Sugiarto, interview on July 3, 2019
24 Vanturini, interview on July 4, 2019
announced to the public about its existence as SFI-CW. Likewise, when asked whether there was ever a circular or instruction from the central office to announce to the public about SFI-CW, she revealed that there has never been a circular or instruction to do the task. 25, a Customer Service of BRI Syariah Main branch of Bandar Lampung, stated that the bank where she worked has never published its existence as SFI-CW. As for the reasons expressed were that because cash *waqf* has not been encouraged to be socialized until September 2019. Even 26, a Customer Service Bank Muamalat Indonesia Main branch of Bandar Lampung stated that she did not know if BMI was a SFI-CW, and there was no direction from the Center to receipt of cash *Waqf* deposit. While 27, a Customer Service Bank Syariah Mandiri Area Lampung stated that his bank has not published to the public about its existence as SFI-CW because it is not a concern.

The results of interviews show that overall, the sharia banks stated that they have never performed the first task, which is to announce the bank existence as SFI-CW. It is under the observation that has been done, a researcher has never seen a sharia bank announcing to the public or society about its existence as SFI-CW, either through banners or pamphlets. It is obvious that sharia banks that have been designated as SFI-CW have not carried out the task of publishing to the public about their existence as SFI-CW. In fact, some of the banks do not know their existence as SFI-CW.

Principally, Syariah Banks as a SFI-CW have such tasks as providing a printed certificate of cash *waqf*, receiving cash *waqf* from *wakif* on behalf of *nazhir*; inputing the cash *waqf* into a deposit account (*wadi’ah*) on the behalf of the *nazhir* appointed by *wakif*; receiving a statement from *wakif*’s will written in the will statement of *wakif*; issuing a cash *waqf* certificate and handing over the certificate to *wakif*; and handing over a copy of the certificate to *nazhir* appointed by *wakif*. The results of this study reveal that Sharia Banks located in the district or city such as Ponorogo and Metro have not performed the mentioned tasks. 28, the customer service of BRI Syariah of Ponorogo stated that the bank where she works has not yet received cash *waqf* so that none of the SFI-CW tasks had been performed. Moreover, she did not know that BRI Syariah had been designated as SFI-CW. The same is true with 29, a customer service of BSM of Ponorogo who has not
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25 Fitriani, interview on September 18, 2019  
26 Aulinea, interview on 18 September 18, 2019  
27 Ali Sofyan, interview on 18 September 18, 2019  
28 Putri, interview on June 12, 2019  
29 Qoriah, interview on June 13, 2019
preparing the acceptance of cash Waqf certificate. BRI Syariah of Ponorogo was not ready either to fulfill the tasks of SFI-CW. Until now, BRI Syariah KCP Ponorogo never received waqf funds. Similarly, the customer service stated that there was no referral to receive the deposit waqf. The BMI of Ponorogo also delivered technically the provision of a print deposit, acceptance of waqf deposits and issuance of cash waqf certificate has never been done. The bank application shows that there has never been any transaction of cash waqf.

The same phenomenon found in Bank Muamalat Indonesia of Metro which has not provided printing certificates of Waqf of money, neither did the bank perform related tasks of SFI-CW. The informant was not likely to know the existence of the BMI KC Metro as SFI-CW. Accordingly, BMI has its own body namely BMT which manages Zakat, Infak, alms and Wakaf (ZISWAF). BMM has a cash Waqf program called Waqaf Cash Muamalat (WAQTUMU). She further stated that if anyone intends to donate cash Waqf, then it is acceptable, but such cash waqf will be organized under the management of Baitul Maal Wat Tamwil (BMT). The same idea was presented by, the head of the Bank Muamalat Indonesia of Metro, stating that the bank was ready to receive cash waqf, but in the BMM run. When researchers asked whether a BMI KC Metro could issue a certificate of cash Waqf through the BMI Metro managed by nazhir of cash waqf instead of BMM. The informant diplomatically conveyed that the bank where he works could not issue the certificate. Therefore, the BMI Metro has not carried out its duties as SFI-CW.

At the meantime, Sugiarto conveyed a different phenomenon. Although BSM KC Metro currently has not carried out duties as SFI-CW, the bank has been informed from the center of BSM existence as SFI-CW. When researchers asked why BSM Metro has not prepared a printing certificate of cash Waqf as well as tasks. stated that the bank has limited human resource related to the cash waqf. There was once an employee, Faishal who tried to understand about waqf of money, but then he was mutated to another branch. Sugiarto further stated that up to present, BSM Metro has not received and carried out the tasks of SFI-CW.
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30 Fadhil, interview on August 12, 2019
31 Rahayu, interview on July 2, 2019
32 Munthollib, interview on May 14, 2019
33 Sugiarto, interview on July 3, 2019
34 Sugiarto, interview on July 3, 2019
In BNI Syariah of Bandar Lampung, Vanturini conveyed that BNI Syariah has had the applications of BNI Hasanah that manages zakat and waqf in cooperation with the institutions Amil Zakat and waqf nazhirs. Concerning waqf, the application is BNI Syariah Wakaf Hasanah. When the application was demonstrated, there appeared 20 nazhirs of cash waqf who had done the contract cooperation with BNI Syariah as SFI-CW. Each nazhir has a program offered. Related to this, the programs are waqf through cash, not cash waqf. But on the other hand, BNI Syariah also had set up acceptance of cash waqf deposit, either directly or indirectly. The bank provides the opportunity for the nazhir of cash waqf to cooperate with BNI Syariah in receipt of cash waqf deposit.

Bank Syariah Mandiri Lampung area has prepared the receipt of the cash waqf deposit and printing certificate of cash Waqf. Blank certificate of cash Waqf consists of 5 forms. The first form is written 'Wakif (original)', the second sheet is written 'Nazhir', the third sheet is written 'Ministry of religious affairs', the fourth form is written 'BWI', and the fifth form is written 'LKS'. Blank certificate of cash Waqf is not written in the form, only written at the top of the Waqf board logo of Indonesia, the writing 'cash waqf', the inscription bismillah written in Arabic, then the translation of Chapter al-Baqarah verses 261.

Based on the above data, it can be stated that the tasks of Sharia banks as SFI-CW at the District/city branch level tend to not be well delivered. Customer service, teller, even the branch head at the district/city level tend not to understand well about the procedures of the deposit/receipt of cash waqf. Sharia banks at the Regency/city branch level have not set up a cash waqf deposit printing. In fact, some sharia banks do not know the existence of their bank as administrators of cash waqf. Neither do they know cash waqf deposit program.

Similarly, sharia banks at the provincial level, although they aware of the existence of cash waqf, but all ranks, especially the front office (Customer Services, Teller) have not understood and could not explain clearly about the acceptance program of cash waqf through sharia banks as SFI-CW. This is evident when researchers asked questions related to the acceptance of cash waqf for sharia banks as SFI-CW, they always contact the central bank to ask for explanations of the questions asked.

---

35 Vanturini, interview on July 4, 2019
Based on the above data, it can be declared that sharia banks have not carried out their duties or obligations as SFI-CW. Concerning this, the researchers can declare that the choice of Sharia bank as a custodian/Sharia financial institution of cash waqf should be supported by lessening the existing abundant tasks. The researchers argue that these tasks should be simplified. As custodian, sharia banks should have been given such tasks as announcing to the public about their existence as SFI-CW, providing form, receiving a deposit of cash waqf and placing the waqf funds into a bank account (Wadhiah). Thus, the deposit model of cash waqf through sharia banks as custodian (SFI-CW), with abundant tasks will not run effectively and maximally.

Effective Cash Waqf Management Model for Indonesian Context

Based on the findings of Sharia bank as SFI-CW, it can be elaborated and formulated the alternative models of cash waqf of money in terms of 'cash waqf deposit'. As for some alternatives, the management model of cash waqf as a solution are as follows.

Reducing the duties of Sharia banks remain as SFI-CW

The existence of Sharia banks is made as a custodian in the management of cash waqf as SFI-CW. The tasks imposed upon the banks ought to be simplified. The loading of such tasks is abundant for sharia banks as the SFI-CW, while the role of the custodian is proven to not run effectively and maximally. Such conditions make sharia banks not interested in giving serious attention to the deposit of cash Waqf. Overall, Sharia banks in the district/city both as a branch office and the branch Office of the Helper are not ready in receiving and processing the cash Waqf deposit. There are even some sharia banks that express ignorance about the Waqf fund and its existence as SFI-CW. In connection with the elaboration, the sharia banks as SFI-CW should be given such tasks as announcing to the public for their existence as SFI-CW, receiving a deposit of cash waqf and placing the cash waqf into a bank account (wadhiah). While the task of issuing the deed of the waqf pledge can be likened to other waqf objects, the head of the Religious Affairs Office is used as the official waqf pledge (PPAIW). While the task of issuing a waqf Certificate of money and register money waqf to the minister is charged to nazhir of cash waqf. The loading of such tasks in the form of simplification of tasks that are charged to sharia banks as SFI-CW is very precise, given the existence of the custodian. If this option is done, it is necessary to revise or to change the legislation in the form of Law No. 41 the year 2004, government regulation number 42 the year 2006.
Repositioning BMT which has been designated as Nazhir Waqf money, as well as LKS-PWU

Another option or alternative is to make BMT which has been designated as Nazhir of cash Waqf as well as sharia financial institution of cash waqf money (SFI-CW). So in this case, BMT will carry out the duties as mandated in article 25 of government Regulation number 42 the year 2006, namely: first, announcing to the public for its existence as the LKS of the waqf of money; second, providing printing cash waqf certificate; third, receiving cash waqf from wakif on behalf of nazhir; fourth, placing cash waqf into the account of a deposit (wadi'ah) on behalf of nazhir appointed by wakif; fifth accepting the written statement of will of Wakif which is provided in the form of the will statement Wakif; sixth, issuing a cash waqf certificate and submitting the certificate to wakif and handing over the certificate to nazhir appointed by wakif; and seventh, registering cash waqf to the minister on behalf of Nazhir. If the above choice or alternative is done, then BMT that have been designated as nazhir of cash waqf as well as sharia financial institution beneficiary of money, will carry out the tasks to the fullest. If this option is taken, the representative rules of Law No. 41 the year 2004, government regulation number 42 the year 2006, no need to be revised or changed.

Creating a special Bank for Waqf

The next option is to adopt what is done in Bangladesh with Social Investment Bank Limited (SIBL) initiated by Mannan. As the name implies, the bank is not the same as the bank in general, which emphasizes the business and profit orientations. SIBL carried the social mission as a social bank, including raising the waqf fund and issuing a cash waqf certificate. Concerning this choice or alternative, it has been initiated by the Indonesian waqf agency. But this idea is facing regulatory issues, where the bank's provision is required to meet the principal license and operational permits. So that this problem should be the breakthrough law relating to the regulation of the establishment of bank Waqf is not confused with the regulation of the establishment of business-oriented banks or profit.

Noting that all three options offer the model, which is possible to be applied in the near term is to make microfinance institutions Sharia/cooperative Sharia which has been designated as nazhir, as well as the Sharia financial institution of cash waqf recipient. This option argument allows to be applied in the near term, as there is no need for the
revision of Law No. 41 of 2004, government Regulation number 42 the year 2006 and its derivatives rules. As the process of revision of LAW, PP and technical rules could not be done quickly. Preparation of design, academic study, discussion, accompanied by the dynamics of discussion should come first. The choice of making microfinance institutions Sharia/Sharia cooperation that has been designated as nazhir, as well as designated as SFI-CW is the simplest and can be done in the near term.

As for the long term, and more effective in maximizing the management of cash waqf in Indonesia is the third choice. Establishing a special social bank or more specific waqf bank will further maximize the management of cash waqf especially in terms of gathering funds (funding) cash waqf. Indonesian waqf agency as an independent institution that has the task of developing a representative in Indonesia, should be able to do this breakthrough. In this case, a conflict of regulation of the bank's establishment- either principal permit or operational permit- should be excluded. Until the establishment of the bank, waqf is not the same terms in its establishment as a commercial bank. A special bank for waqf could be seen as ‘new innovations’ which is aimed at strengthening the role of waqf in developing the Muslim’s economy.36

Conclusion

Based on the exposure to the discussion it can be concluded that sharia banks as SFI-CW have abundant tasks in that they do not pay adequate attention to cash waqf management, specifically to the acceptance of cash waqf. That the banks fail to perform the tasks are due to the overload tasks with the position of the banks as custodians.

Some alternatives or choices of models that can be offered, namely: first, simplifying the tasks of sharia banks as SFI-CW. Their tasks should only include announcing to the public as the SFI-CW, accepting money deposits and placing on the account of the deposit (wadhiah). This option should lead to the revision or amendment of the Act number 41 the year 2004 and the government regulation number 42 the year 2006. Second, making the BMT or sharia cooperation as nazhir of cash waqf as well as SFI-CW. If this option is taken, it does not require the revision or amendment of the law number 41 the year 2004 and government regulation number 42 the year 2006. Third, adopting what has been done in the state of Bangladesh, that is establishing the waqf bank.

This option is required to do legal breakthrough in the form of a *waqf* bank for the conditions of its establishment in the case of operational permits and principle permits. Until the establishment of a bank, *waqf* is not confused with the provisions of the establishment of a business-oriented or profit-oriented bank.

**Recommendations**

Drawing from findings presented above, relevant recommendations are outlined as follow. The *Waqf* Board of Indonesia or the Ministry of Religious Affairs as the authorities of *waqf* ought to perform concrete actions based on the alternative *waqf* management model as proposed in the concluding remarks so that the potentials of cash *waqf* can be realized. Likewise, the scholars, the *da'i* or *muballigh* might be involved to socialize the alternative models through their *da'wah* in religious talks or meetings.
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